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I’ve never been through a hurricane before so I wasn’t sure what to expect. While evaluating the
warnings of evacuation or safe ways to shelter in place, I really took interest in what I could learn from
the experience. Having prepared for 3 days in anticipation of the storm, then experiencing the storm,
and finally engaging with neighbors in the massive clean-up, I rediscovered these three lessons in
leadership that we can apply to the storms we face in managing our workloads:

Planning - There is a slogan of the 6 P’s: “Prior Proper Planning Prevents Poor Performance” and when
facing any type of major project this is simple, yet excellent advice. Find the time to plan and
anticipate what you might need. We all get busy and sometimes time for planning takes a back seat to
something that appears more urgent. I get that – but it’s too late to plan when the winds pick up, the
rain begins and you’re in the dark.

Be focused – If you have a solid plan and you are confident of your abilities there is no fear to riding
out a storm. The key is to be alert, stay focused and adjust your plan and actions as conditions
warrant. The same is true in business. Avoid distractions and the noise and confusion of changing
conditions. Our workdays can sometimes feel chaotic and the best way to manage your stamina is to
stay focused on success.

by Linda Newman, MCA Trainer

Know your talents and share them – After Hurricane Matthew the 
cleanup was much more extensive and challenging than anyone 
expected.  This experience reminded me that everyone has talents 
to contribute.  Our role as leaders is to help people uncover and 
apply them.   I couldn’t operate a chainsaw or carry heavy tree 
trunks.  But I could communicate with family and friends for those 
who were calling in for information.  I could carry water and 
prepare food for those who were clearing heavy debris, and I could 
unify neighborhood volunteers and organize a schedule so 
everyone could prioritize their needs.  By pulling together as a 
team, everyone does achieve more.

I’m hoping this was my one and only hurricane experience and I’m 
so grateful for the lessons Hurricane Matthew reminded me.  With 
each day in business we should all remember to listen to the 
forecast, prepare for changing conditions and pull together to help 
each other in good times or bad.   

Linda Newman – Hilton Head Island, SC – October 7, 2016
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